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concernsto
Moorhead

by Mandy Jackson

For faculty. to authorize a strike there must be
a majority from the voting faculty with a ''yes"
vote from at least fot.ir of the state universities or
the final count of baJlots for ihe strike ,a two-thirds yes vote from all of the voting
authorization vote by SCSU faculty· is to be faculty.
reported to the Inter Faculty Organization after
If the vote is-"yes," the IFO has to notify the
4 p.m. today.
Bureau of Mediation Services and MnSCU of
A strike authorization vote is being taken due its intent to strike.
to faculty frustrations over contract negotiations
After a IQ.day cooling off period, the IFO
with Minnesota State Colleges and Universities has 20 days to call a strike.-When those 30 days
which have been stalled for some time.
are over and if no strike has been called, the IFO
All faculty at Minnesota state universities must file another notification of its intent to
are participating in the vote.
strike.
A ''yes" vote does not mean there will be an
immediate strike. It would simply give the IFO
board permission to call for a faculty strike at
Go To VOTE, PAGE 3 •
anytime.

,.

Co-NEWS EDITOR

by Shlwn

IFO
l\11)1'\(, IHI- \OHS
□

By 4 p.m. today all seven universities will
have reported to the Inter Faculty Association
with their total vote count.
□ A "yes" St_rike vote needs to pass by four
of the universities or a two-thirds majority vote
from all of the voting faculty.
□ Information on the strike authorization
vote is located at www.cloudnet.com/-facassoc.

. STUDENTS FIND ODD TIIINGS WHILE TIIEY F1SH

ShalU! Opati/PHdro ED!TOR

SCSU junior Joe Lofgren reaches back to cast as St. John's sophomore Mike Zasada looks on Sunday near the Mississippi dam.
"l·catch anything from northern, walleye, crappie and rock-fish here," Lofgren said. Last Friday, Lofgren said he caught a carp
that looked like It had a third eye near Its mouth.

May Bowle to have Las Vegas, Elvis theme
College of St. Benedict,
St. John's and SCSU
host local fund-raiser
by Mandy Jackson
Co-NEWS EDITOR

There will be Elvis sightings at SCSU on
Saturday.
An Elvis look-a-like will be part of on·e of
the attractions at May Bowle starting 6 p.m.
Saturday on-the SCSU campus. May Bowle is
an annual fund-raising event shared by SCSU,
the College of St. Benedict and St. John's

Unive~ity to raise money for fine arts
scholarships for students at the three
institutions.
The theme for May Bowle this year is "Viva
Las Vegas." Kathryn Grube, co-chairwoman for
th~- planning of May Bowle {Uld wife of SCSU
President Bruce Grube, said the idea for the
theme came from a committee member after
hearing the Elvis Presley song "Viva Las Vegas"
in her car.
''The theme is more pervasive this year,"
said Marsha Shoemaker, interim director of
University Communications. There are seyeral
activities based on the Las Vegas theme.
So far, somewhere between 700 to 800
tickets have been sold for the event, though
Grube said the coordi.1ators would like to see
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the ·number around 1,200. There were 1,000
people at May Bowle-the last time it was at
SCSU in I995. Tickets for the event are $50.
"Most tickets are sold by invitation," Grube
said. May Bowle has been advertised on local
radio stations and newspaper advertisements,
along with posters for the event.
"We have a very aggressive goal this year,"
Grube said. The goal is $75,000, so each
campus could receive $25,000: ,
Grube explained there are four levels for
donors:
0 professor's club ($1,000 and up
donations),
0 doctor's club ($500 to $999),

Go TO MAY BOWLE, PAGE 3 •

Neudauer

MANAGING EDITOR

While many relaxed this past
weekend, Amy Hanson, finance
chairwoman and Minnesota State
University Student Association
representative
for
Student
Government, waded into a three.day
skirmish.
Hanson and eight other students
attended the MSUSA Spring
Presidential Board of Directors
Conference in Moorhead, Minn.. The
conference is the last official meeting
among the student presidents of the
seven state universities represented by
MSUSA.
Hanson attended in place of
Student Government President
Christy
Hovanetz.
Hovanetz had
previous
commitments.
Am.ong the
topicsthe
assemblage
discussed was
the vote of "no
confidence" by
SCSU
AMY HANSON
representatives
in regards to MSUSA and a grievance
response from MSUSA.
The "no confidence" vote is a
statement that students at SCSU are
not being fully and equally
represented by MSUSA. Specific
allegations made by Student
Government include poor and
untimely information in regards to the
Washington, D.C., lobbying trip in
January, misleading financial charts
used to explain how MSUSA fees are
used and the inadequate funding of
cultural diversity education in
MSUSA.
MSUSA responded in a letter to
the Moorhead conference, stating it
found the allegations unsubstantiated
and inflammatory in nature, and
harmful
to
the
professional
reputations of all staff members.
Another sensitive topic was the
evaluations of the six professional
MSUSA staff members in St. Paul.
Hanson raised concerns that Frank
Viggiino, MSUSA executive director,
was present during the discussion of
his evaluation.
"I thought it was inappropriate that
he (Viggiano) was there while we
talked about his evaluation," Hanson
said. "I think it creates an intimidating
atmosphere that might keep some
from saying how. they really felt." ·
Hanson said she felt Viggiano
should have been allowed in after the
body's evaluation was finished and
then they could have discussed the
evaluation openly.
Hanson said she felt things could
have gone better, but she sees this·as
another step forward in representing
SCSU's students.
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CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
speaker. Awards for students, faculty and

Students, faculty,
alumni to share
research experiences

Reservations are required for the banquet
and cost $12 for adults and $6 for students.

An Undergraduate Research Colloquium

For more infonnation or to make

aJumni will a1so be presented at this banquet.
All lots, except B, D, I and H, will be open for
public parking.

" ,.P.ianned for Wednesday will allow students, reservations, contact the Applied Research
laculty and alumni to share their research , Center
at
255-3909;
or
e-mail
experiences with the public.
arc@stcloudstate.edu.
Registration for the event pegins at 2:30

p.m. at the Mathe~atics-Science Center's
Auditorium. At 5:20 p.m., the event will
move to the Atwood Ballroom.
The keynote address is titled "Molecular
Genetics in Support of Endangered Species
Conservation." This will be given by Oliver
Ryder, San Diego Zoo's Center for
Reprcxiuction of Endangered Species. The

program also includes other oral and poster
presentations of student research projects and
the banquet which features the keynote

Student organi7.ation
offers free hearing
screenings to public
Wednesday is International Noise
Awareness Day. This day is set aside to
educate the public on the dangers of noise to
hearing and health.
As part of this day, Margery Whites,

TONIGHT
Monday Night Live
Starting at 10 p.m .,
Unisense will play
simultaneously on KVSC88.1 FM and UTVS Channel
6. Check it out - next week
is Vic Volare.

TUESDAY
AIDS Quilt
The Names Project AIDS
Memorial Quilt will be open
to the public between 6 p.m.
and 8:30 p.m. at St. Cloud
Technical High School.

MAY3

liver failure
claims James
Earl Ray's life

ABC's 'Ellen'
cancelled with
low ratings

James Earl Ray, who confessed
to the I%8 killing of Man.in Luther
King Jr., died Thursday.
Ray was 70 years old and had
been in poor health because of a
chronic hepatitis infection. In the
past several months, he had been in
and out of the hospital with
infections.
Ray died in a Nashville hospital.
On Friday, the state's coroner
confinned ·his death was due to
liver failure. However, the autopsy
di~ not confirm how he had
contracted the disease. Ray was
serving a 99-year prison sentence
for the assassination of King.

Ellen DeGeneres and her
"Ellen" character, Ellen Morgan,
came out as lesbians last Y"•:U.
On April 30, 1997, 36 million
people watched the coming-out
episode. Since then, the show has
drawn an average of fewer than 11
million viewers.
DeGeneres'
choice
was
described as groundbreaking, but it
was received with mixed reviews.
However, "Ellen" did make
television history by becoming the
first series with a homosexual lead
character.
Some, such as the conservative
Southern Baptists Convention,

Mi~sissippi Music Fest
It is fun ln the· sun at
Riverside Park. The day
starts at 11 a.m. with Fade 2
Shade and will conclude at a
p.m-:- after Martin Zellar and
the Hardways' roots rock.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Currently enrolled veterans,
reservists or dependents who wish
to receive educational assistance
benefits under the GI Bill during the
1998 summer sessions should apply
before May 10, 1998, in the
Veteran's Office, room 119, in
Administrative Services. Those
who wish to receive benefits for the
1998-99 academic year should
apply before the end of spring
quarter. For more information,
contact the office of Records and
Registration at 255-21 11 .
To submit infonnation for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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Association; most hearing loss . results from
overexposure to noise and occi.Jrs gradually
without paic.
They explained sounds such as a gunshot
or jet engine at take-off, which register at 140
decibels, pose an immediate threat to one's
hearing.
However, activities such as snowmobiling
for 30 minutes.or listening to a baby's cry or
riding jet skis (or 15 minutes can also cause
hearing loss. A rock concert can cause
hearing damage in seven minutes.
The free hearing checks will take place
from 8 a.m. to noon on Wednesday in the
Education Building, Room A216.
.
For more infonnation about ears,
hearing and hearing lo~ contact the Sight
and Hearing Association at 1-800-992-0424;
write to them at 674 Transfer Rd.,
St. Paul, MN 55114-1402; or look
on
the
Internet
at
www.sightandhearing.org.

STATE, NATION & WoRID BRIEFS

WHAT'S

IIAPPENING

professor of communication disorders,· and
students from the NSSLHA chapter of SCSU
will offer free hearing screenings to the
public.
The Sight and Hearing Association, .a
nonprofit organization based. in the Twin
Cities, organized the event
This group was founded in 1939 and is
dedicated to prevent the needless loss of
vision and hearing through screening
education and research.
Most people have not had their hearing
checked since they were children. This is why
such an event is necessary and important.
Some warning signs of hearing loss
include a difficult time understanding what
people are saying as they speak, difficulty
understanding Iii~ speech of women or young
children, trouble hearing the phone ring and a
tendency to constantly tum up the television
volume in order to hear what is being·said.
According to the Sight and Hearing

that Americans were not ready for
this type of program.

Boy's father
injects him with
AIDS virus
Six years ago, Brian T. Stewart
allegedly injected his I I-month-old
son with AIDS tainted blood. He
did not want to pay child support.
In 1996, the boy was diagnosed
with full-blown AIDS. Now, at 7
years old, he has faced several
serious illnesses and has been near
death once. The boy is fed small
meals frequently and takes I0
medications several times a day.
The boy and his mother are
trying to get along and live life. The
father denies allegations.

Clironicle
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praised ABC's decision. However,
the
homosexual
community
considers the cancellation of the
series and the lo~ of a major gay
character a blow to their movement.
Joan M. Garry, executive
director of the Gay and Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation, said
she wished roore than ratings had
mattered in the network's decision
to cancel "Ellen." She said they
should have considered the impact
of Degeneres' work and the broader
perspective.
There are sti ll some gay
characters, but none in lead roles.
These include Ro~• ex-wife on
"Friends," Paul's sister on "Mad
About You," and a mayoral aide on
"Spin City."
Still, the Southern Baptists
Convention said the show's
cancellation and low ratings proved

I)

AGO •••

Six students in a 1980 summer
session Psychology 271 class were
working on a project to give students a
satisfactory alternative to alcohol aI
the bar.
The project·s parameters said it
must deal with the bettennent of
mankind. The group said it wanted to
have an option for students who
wanted to socialize, but not get drunk
doing it.
.
l_)elores Flock, a senior, said many
students and Alcoholics Anonymous
members get hassled at the bars for not
drinking.
The group noticed this trend and
then decided to take the itlea of the
Campus Drug Program's Alternative
Bar and further it.
The alternative "Un-Cocktails'
utilized ingredients such as fruit juices
and carbonated beverages. Ginger
Ale, bitters, grenadine, club soda,
orange juice, grapefruit juice and soda
were among the ingredients for ·the
drinks the group invented.
The group members helped bar
owners with promotion and
advertising for the new drinks.
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he. Unidos Progres~do.College Da;
ended with the Main Event of
Chicano Month: ·the Grand Fiesta.

The event was a celebration·of Chicano/Latino
culture featuring the band Latin Sounds, a
piiiata. food, and the Cuauhtemoc Danzantes, a

group which dances traditional Mexica, or Az_tec
ceremonies.
.
The Fi'esta was held in Halenbeck Hall Main
Gym. It was free and open to the public. About
70 Chicano/Latino highschool students who

visited SCSU for College Day stayed after the
Fiesta for a lock-in.
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a
Above, Paztel Cuauhtemoc drums during the Danza ceremony. Cuauhtemoc
is the teacher of the Cuauhtemoc Danzantes. The Danza is a traditional Aztec
ceremony. Right, the Fiesta was catered by Boca Chica; a Mexican
restaurant from St. Paul.

May Bowle PAGE 1
0 master's club ($300 to $499),
0 bachelor's club ($125 to

$299).

entertainment" throughout the nighL
Comedian Jeff Gerbino will supply

·

two half-hour comedy shows. There

As · p.irt of their donation
package's, donors receive a- certain
number of tjckets and recognition
for their donationS. ·
Grube said there is more of a
variety of activities than in past May
Bowles. Dinner will be a Las Vegas
style buffet with fountains and ice
sculptures from 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
in the Atwood BaUroom. During
dinner, perfonnances ranging from
cabaret to jazz will be j>erfonned by
members of SCSU's music
department. After dinner from 10
p.m. to I a.m. there will be a dance in the ballroom.
All night couples can be
remarried in the "It's Now or Never
Wedding Chapel," paying different
prices depending on whether they
want Elvis to be a witness or not.
There will be celebrity ministers,
including Colman O'Connell, a
fonner CSB president.
Also in Atwood Memorial Center
will be gambling, with play money.
The money can be used in a casino_
shop for souvenirs from the different
campuses.
There will be other sources of

will also be a Las Vegas revue by
"Music and More" in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium.
'There's rumors of Tom Jones
and Elvis appearing," Grube said.
There will be about 50 volunteer
students helping with the event.
These students will be selling raffle
tickets, greeting guests and running
the casino store.
Grube said May Bowle is also an
opportunity for people in the
community to interact-with students.
Planning for May Bowle began
in October. There were monthly
May Bowle meetings and committee
meetings outside of that.
. Twelve community ch~rpeople
also worked with liaisons ·Crom
SCSU to help coordinate the event.
This is the 33rd year for May
Bowle. SCSU voiced an interest to
get involved when it was just for
CSB and SJU, through fonner
SCSU President Robert Wick.
"It was the community's 'thank
you' to the campuses for the good
they did for St. Cloud," Grube said.
"It's just been around so many years
people expect it in May."
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Vote PAGE1
A b~11 inclu~ng this supplemental funding was
passed 1n the legislature recently.
.
Pehler attributed that victory to an effort by
faculty, administrators and students and he
said Anderson has other ideas for spending this
money.
Another reason for faculty to vote in favor 'o f strike
authorization is .because of economiC issues. Pehler
said SCSU is being compared to other universities
which do not have nationally accredited programs
like SCSU.
"We're offering less money to Ph.D.s than what
some students are getting when they leave here," he
MnSCU.
said.
Pehler said negotiations should be a win-win
The best way for students to express their concern
Situation, but he is not slire that can happen with about the Vfay ne-gotiations are going is to write oreMnSCU at this time.
mail Anderson with copies to be sent to Pehler and
"Faculty at SCSU do llot believe MnSCU is SCSU President Bruce Grube.
working towards making St. Cloud State the best
After the strike authorization vote is taken,
university around," Pehler said.
Pehler said he will address suggestions by
He said faculty are proud_ of the students and some faculty members to boycott or protest at spring
programs at SCSU but have no pride in MnSCU.
commencement.
One of the top reasons why faculty should support
"My recommendation will -be that faculty
strike authorization is that of faculty frustration with participaJe in graduation," he said.
,,
programs implemented by MnSCU without input ·
According to. Pehler, graduation iS a time for
from faculty, like tax shelter annuity programs and students and parents and has nothing to do with
assessment testing foF incoming freshmen, Pehler MnSCU.
explained.
So far the indi~ation for approval of strike
MnSCU ChancellOr Morris Anderson said tie authorization is strong.
would not ask t~e legislature for supplemental
Pehler guessed more than 85 percent of faculty at
funding for institutions in the MnSCU system if SCSU would vote ''yes."
all contracts were not negotiated, according to
'Tus is our first time in this position and it is not
Pehler.
·
an easy position," Pehler said.
. According to Jim Pehler, president of the SCSU
Faculty Association, students should not worry alx>ut
a strike for spring_ quarter.
The earliest possibility of a strike is during the
summer sessions or the fall semester, Pehler said.
''This (a strike) is what we don't want to do," he
said. "The decision was made to take a strike
authorization vote in order to get MnSCU's attention
because faculty felt they were being ignored by
MnSCU," Pehler said.
The last · negotiations between CFO and MnSCU
took place Feb. 21. No agreement was reached and
since then, CFO has .receiVed no response from
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Area
,

k:5 at
social
.
100

issues

by Christine Larter
$TAFF WRITER

• (nle annual regional Social
Justice and the Sustainable
Community conference· addresses
community issues at 9 a.m.
Thursday, in Atwood, Memorial
Center.
This
year's
conference
sponsored by the Center for
Community Studies discusses three
basic elements - the environment,
economics and equity.
Pamela
Mittlefehldt,
coordinator of the Center for
Community Studies, said social
equity is a timely issue for this area
because of its struggle with
diversity. Topics to be discussed are
racial diversity, generation equity,
tiomelessness, transportation and
equity and religion.
.
"We are not focusing in on any
· one issue, but it's timely with
what's been happening on campus
and in the community," said Kent
Robertson, director of urban affairs.
Annie Young, the associate
director of the Green Institute, is the
keynote speaker at 9:30 a.m. in the
Atwood Little Theatre. Young's
presentation
focuses
on
interconnections
between
environment, economics and social
equity.
"Young is dramatic, dynamic,
outspoken and is unusual in terms
of her energy," Mittlefehldt said.
Young has been active in
community development for
several years and has a Iong-tenn
commitment to sustainability.
Recently, she has been working
with St. Cloud women on social
justice issues like gender, welfare
and working conditions.
Thi conference · also offers
various -panel presentations and
discussions focµsing on individual
specific issues.relating to the topic.
ConGUrrent breakout sessions
throughout the conference will
allow people to choose which panel
.,discussion to attend. There are two
topics offered simultaneously.
The panels consist · of a
demographic of grassroots people
including_ parents, high sc·hool
students,
representatives
of
organizations and professors.
"It's a place for powerful leaders
to confront issues;" Mittlefehldi
said. "It will also be enlightening
for the community to hear
grassroots people discuss important
issues~"
There is no cost for students,
faculty or staff to attend. Lunch is
available for $6, but the Center for
Community Studies must be
notified in advance.
Other sponsors of the
conference include the President's
Office, Dean's Office, College of
Social ,Sciences, Cent~r for
Holocaust Education, Sigma Phi
Omega, National Gerontology
Society, Women's Studies and the
Women's Center.
For more information, contact

the Center for Community
Studies at 255-3947.
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'Let's Get Physical' connects teachers with professors to promote primary
students' understanding ofphysical science and physics

Teachers teaching teachers
byMandyJackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

'The College of Education has
,received a $44,763 Eisenhower
Grant t,o help primary school
teachers find ways to teach physical
science and physics to kindergarten
through second grade students.
The title of the grant-winning
. project at' SCSU is "Let's Get
Physical."
The main focus of Eisenhower
Grants is continuing education JO
tnostly science and math, according
to Pam Minden, fiscal director Of
the project. Minden said the
Eisenhower grants started out just
for science but now include
math.
Eisenhower grants are from the
U.S. Department of l;lducation and
are
distributed
by
state
departments. Submissions are made
to the Department of Children,
Families and Leaming. SCSU won
three Eisenhower grants this year,
two of which went to the biology
deparunenL
·
Minden
described
the
application process as competitive.
Kathleen Ofstedal, a professor
of child and family studies, Beverly
Kochmann and Linda ScottHalverson, professors of teacher
development, and Minden wrote
the proposal for the project.
While Minden is the fiscal

. ctirector,theotherthreewilldothe
instructing.

For two weeks this summer, 30
primary teachers from around the
state will be at SCSU l~aming how
to teach science concepts using
discovery centers, playground
equipment and household items,
according to Ofstedal.
'They have to understand it so

submitted ii\ proposal, and the
members found out they won in
To prep~ their proposal they
had to show a need for the project.
Ofstedal said they ~urveyed several
different districts to assess the
need.
Then she said they came up with
a plan that would not be scary for

they can teach it," Ofstedal said.
primary teachers.
She said many kindergarten
"We have representatives from
through second grade teachers have the St. Paul school system and from
forgotten what they learned about Benton and Steams Counties, and
science when they were students.
outstate as far as Minnewasca,"
The class will be from 9 a.m. to Ofstedal said.
3 p.m., Monday through Friday,
She said primary teachers from
from June 15 to
·
~
both urban and
Jun~~~l of the
money from
the grant will
pay each of the

fe':: a

===dlJ.-iJ•'=====

$100

~t~~nd asw:~

:~ef:~~='~!

They have to
understand it SO
they can teach it
Kathleen Ofstedal

another is ' teaching
authentic assessment.

through
·

'They (primary teachers) won't

January.

:al schools
participatirig in
the project.
"One of our"

.

be ' giving standardized tests,"
Ofstedal said.
She said the learqing of primary
students is assessed •through
observation. .
_
. The "Let's Get Physical" project

will show primary teachers how to
use hands-on learning· processes,
because , primary students don't
learn science through reading
books, Ofstedal said.
A list-serv will be set up for the
teachers who will teach and learn in
the "Let's Get Physical" project this
summer.

t':~

to I~is;~l~s b~/ i~~~t t~o:y
learn. They will be able to share
information about how the ideas
work in their classrooms.

tal;e~ tiu~~

wil~eeac~ ::f~t ::i;;m:: .

~:;~~~. ,

~~s~~~!;n;~:~e:~~~~

~:;e~~ g:~g r:asSo:~far,am~~h~~~:
rn:~ of the
the project has proved

tuition.
PROFESSOR OF
tO i;onnect the
. Free
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES
learning they
lodging will be
do with the
provided on
graduati,m
campus, or mileage will be standards of the · state · of
paid to the teachers who will Minnesota."
commute.
One of those standards is
Late last fall the grant faculty teaching through inquiry and

itself to be popular. Ofstedal said
the project has received far loo
many applications.
People from the Eisenhower
Grant program told them to start a
waiting list and submit a proposal
for the ~rune gra"nt next year.

BARDE

5tli 51vemu, across from SCS'U
RAIN SITE:

HALLENBECK

IEL

7:-0 0 PM
FEATURED PERFORME
For More Information:

PLUS •••
11 THE

MUSIC FROM
FOUR OF
RALLY Sc SPEAK OUT

Us"

A TRIBUTE TO WOMEN & CHILDREN MURDERED
IN MINNESOTA THROUGHOUT THE PAST YEAR,
OPEN MIC• CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES• FOOD BOOTHS

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETER AVAILABLE

Call the Central Minnesota
Sexual Assault Center
at 251~4357
or
SCSU Women's Center at

255-4958
MARCH STARTS.AT 8:30 PM ~------------~
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Regional residence hall c;:onference to visit SCSU
Largest regional MACURH c_onference fo date, volunteers needed
by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

SCSU will host the Midwest

Affiliate of College and University
Residential Ha11 conference Nov.
13 to 15, 1998. The conference will
bring 800 students to campus and

generate an estimated $700,000 in
reveriue for St. Cloud.
• ff
MACURH is a three-day
leafel]hip conference which will

draw ' !Students from Iowa, Kansas,
Minnesota,
Missouri,
North .
Dakota, South Dakota and

Manitoba, Canada ~o share ·
residence hall programming ideas.
"People don't realize how big of
an event the conference is," said
junior James Iwamiya, member of
the regional Jxiard of directors.

The MACURH conference
committee
Residence

includes students,
Hall • Association

members and advisers. Three
regional board members from
SCSU are freshman Charles
Bremer, sophomore Stevie Lavat
and lwamiya. The three conference
advisers are Adelaide Turkowski,
acting director of Career Services,
Lee Bird, vice president of student
life and development and Rick
Fredrickson,
Sherburne Hall
director.
· Sara Kirk/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
lwamiya said this year's event Junior Angie Byer~ looked over fund-raising information at a MACURH meeting Wednesday evening in Carol Hall.
will be the biggest regional 104.7 FM. The conference ''The main purpose is to MACURH Rock Cafe will take process for the conference
conference ever convened in the committee chose the civic center as communicate with other schools."
place at 10:30 p.m. Nov. 14, in the committee to prepare to present
nation, and it's :SCSU's first time to the entertainment place because of
The programs will last un.lil 5 civic center. An a capella band, their bid. The SCSU conference
host it.
its convenient location.
·p.m. In the evening a banquet will Foreshadow, will entertain students. committee presented the bid during
The opening ceremonies will be
Students will attend business takeplaceintheAtwoodBal\room.
"MACURH Rock Cafe is a last year's conference. "Normally
Nov. 13, in Stewart Hall. SCSU meetings, programs, bid proposals, • During the banquet there will be cross between Planet Hollywood it's a 30.minute presentation,"
alumni Yusi Kumalo will be the and choose awards Nov. 14. There closing festivities.AWardsare given and the Hard Rock Cafe," Lavato lwamiya said.
keynote speaker. Kumalo, who ls . will be five programs, each lasting out, and next year's location will be said.
The regional board of directors
from South Africa, will speak about 50 minutes.
named. Some of the awards to be
In 1988, SCSU students had!-'- 45-mihute presentation. The
leadership, apartheid and racism.
"People will be doing programs given will be "Student of the Year," presented a bid for the conference National
Communications
"It .ties into the SCSU racism on issues like stress relief, sexual "School of the Year," "Adviser of but failed. In 1996, SCSU students Conference
was
in closed
problem," lwamiya said.
assault awareness, AIDS and all • the
Year''
and
"National - reapplied with a 30-pagt! bid stating discussion for two hours. Criteria
Following
the · opening leadership skills," Iwami ya said.
Communication Coordinator of the specifically why SCSU would be a the members di~ussed included the
ceremonies will be a dance at the
Bremer said the programs and Year."
suitable location.
conference- costs, hotel space,
civic center, sponsored by KCLD, classes C(?mbine fun and learning.
A casino and dance called
It was a two-and-a-half-year entertainment, transportation and
weather.
Lavato
is
the
regional
communications coordinator. She is
in charge of Minnesota for

MACURH.

...who kept on trying.

■I
CATHCUC CAMPUS MNISTRY

MASS: SATURDAY: 5 : 10 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M .• 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.

Rrchilectural Contruclion Technology
Rulo Body and Rulo Service
Credit and Finance
Culinary Hrts
Graphic Rrts/Prinling Technology
Optometric Technology
Call today to apply 1
654-5089 or
1-800-222-1009, ext. 5089
1-540 Northway Dri ve • St. ClouJ. MN ")(ijOj- 12•10

MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-1261
OFFICE: 251-32'60

ADA AccessibH! Facil ity Affirma~ve Action/Equal Oppom.mtty E<lucat0< and E"'!)loyer

"Not many people know we
have a leader in charge of the whole
state of Minnesota here at SCSU,"
Iwamiya said.
Lavato said, "It was awesome,"
recalling her initial reaction when
SCSU was chosen as the location
for the MACURH conference.
Iwamiya said, "People don't
realize how big of an event the
conference is."
Lavato said, "l believe it's going
to be the biggest regional
conference in the nation." Usually
the conference hosts 600 to 750
students.
The MACURH conference
committee needs volunteers to
help plan programs, entertainment,
the
opening
and
closing
ceremonies and build sets
for MACURH Rock Cafe.
'The biggest gain is to be a
volunteer."
Iwami ya
said.
"Students are moti.vated by
lea~ership.
We
have
the
cream of the crop in St. Cloud.
We send 200 people ~ volunteers
to the conference. The 200
are an addition to the 800
students attending. We- need
volunteers for every aspect
possible.
"We're trying to convince
the National Conference to
come to St. Cloud in 2001:·

, N lVERSIIY
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EDITORIAL

Newspaper asks for
·. readers' resp>nse
Newspapers, from time to time, ask their readers to
participate in a readers' survey. Some newspapers even
- have a person called a readers' advocate to set up
surveys and handle readers' issues. ·
This survey asks what readers enjoy about the
· newspaper and what they dislike as well.
Howev~r, the sµrvey is more importantly used as a
. tool for the newspaper to open its eyes to new ideas,
The readers' opinions are very important and oftentimes
they are able to give a newspaper valuable information.
Another forum through ·which readers are
encouraged to patticipate is by writing a letter to the
editor.
If there are_a vast majority ofreaders who have the
same view, oftentimes the newspaper will change its
·
STAFF OPINION
format or style, style in terms of coverage and format in
SHAWN NEUDAUER, MANAGING EDfrDR
terms of where things should be located in the paper.
For example, if the St. Cloud Times moves its
obituaries location off the front page, its. readers would
be confused, and probably upset because of its location
for so many years.
There is no free speech
was the silence that
from a "new era" as we
. However, the most important aspect of a readers'
left in the world. People
followed the fear. Fear
think. Maybe they're
survey is the readers must be aware of the newspaper's
are
silenced
out
of
fear.
generated
by
being
forced
right. This is the first time
responsibilities.
.·
This
dismal
statement
to
tum
in
your
friends."
in
many years I've seen
Newspapers must be objective and nOt give one
· was recently uttered, in
As the professor spoke, the majority silenced due,
organization or group special .attention. What the
·not
to apathy, but fear.
·
pri
vale,
by
a
professor
I
I
was
reminded
of
a
quote
readers suggest is very important, but does not mean
know. The
which went
Vigilance is the price of
the newspaper will ·cross its journalistic line because of
~
~
something
like,
conversation had
freedom.
one or the entire campus' opinion.
''When the first
clandestine
When we stop looking
University Chronicle would like to try. a readers'
for problems within it
o.vertones.
link
of
the
chain
is
survey, and would like to ask you, as the readers of the
forged, we begin to becomes much easier to
The statement
newspaper, to participate.
and the conditions
see the downfall of find them elsewhere.
People often don't take the time to fill out a simple
under
which
it
our individual
Personally, I'm
survey much less tum it in. We would like to make
liberties."
was made, seern
appalled this professor felt
those step_s as simple as possible for the reader; ·
difficult to
This professor
a clandestine conversation
therefore, we are able to get an accurate measurement
isn't alone in these
believe.
was the only way to get a
of how our readers feel about issues published in this
Especially
when
thoughts.
The
silent
point
across. The
newspaper.
.
one pauses to consider all
majority has watcbed in
infringement of the First
Starting in Thursday's paper, there will be a readers'
the
opportunities
for
speak
apathy
as
accusations
.
Amendment
is something
survey form, and we will continue to have a survey
outs; litigation and
have been thrown from
no journalist takes lightly.
until May 13. Results will be published, and hopefully
It's something no one
marches we have seen
one end of campus to the
this will open a two-way path of communication with
since school began.
shoultl take lightly.
other.
-,· our readefS.
Don't be
The
professor
clarified
I
wonder
· University Chronicle would like to tharik those who
the
remark
by
adding
whatpepple
ignorant
participate in our survey, and hopefully we will be able
enough to
many people are too
thought as
to use your advice in the future.
afraid to voice their own
Hitler came
think this is
opinion. They• re afraid
to power." .. .
directed at
they'll be-labeled racist,
he's crazy .. .
When the first any one
he'll never
discriminatory or just
person or
linkofthe
plain
ignorant.
make
it
...
we
group.
,,-Editorial Board
Words like witchhunt
chain is forged, There's more
can just vo!~
and McCarthyism have
him out ....
one
RyanVoz
we begin to see than
been tossed around in
Think of what
problem
ED!mR
the downfall of here, and
describing recent events.
would have
Contrary to popular
changed had
:-Shawn Neudauer
our individual we're all
thought, we should regard the silence ·
guilty.
MANAGI!-!f EDITOR
liberties.
It's
these words with respect.
ended in
They· serve to remind us
1937, a year
interesting to
Sarab:!fieck
of our mistakes. They tell
before it
note the
AsslsTANr Mm-\ClNG
professor refused to be
us of a time when the
nearly turned into an
eternity. ·
voice of the individual
. identified.
Kristin Albrecht
This person was even
was silenced.
I'm in noway
suggesting we have the
too afraid to voice an
This professor
described McCarthyism,
makings of the Fourth
opinion in the confines of
Matt:Mottl
'The real horror of
Reich at SCSU. But to
an office.
~ EDITOR
McCarthyism wasn't the
hear some people talk,
How many of you out
' naming offommunists, it · we' re not as far away
there feel the same way?

.(!i!JHICH ONE IS.CONGRESS .
WlLUNC:I TO STOP klDS

·FROM SMOKING?

The real horror is silence

"

EDir<lR

' <;;~~

• •
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Teams must
advertise to
.make ·a buck
• Fc,r all that's kind of screwed up with St
Cloud, it can take solace in the fact that it is ,
home to at least one of !he finest ballparks of
its kind in Minnesota
,
I'm talking about Dick Putz Field here. If
there's a better local
baseball field in the state,
I want to see it.
But there's just
something kind of
different about Putz these
days.
And, to the delight of
some and the chagrin of
others, the difference is
MARrY
plainly obvious.
SUNQVALL
Dick Putz Field was
like Wrigley in a way,
probably because of the thick ivy covering
the outfield fence.
·
When you were inside Putz Field, that
was it Nobody can really see in, and if you
don't want to, you don't have to look out.
It was like a baseball game being played
in your back yard with a few thousand of

The opinions expressed on this page
do not necessarily represent the views
of UNIVERSnY Chronicle.
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your friends hanging around.
The ivy added a sort of toajc, a green

comfort zone from the garish display the rest
of sports can provide.
One can't watch any kind of game
without seeing an ad pop up behind home
plate, on the scoreboard or even in the comer
of the television set.
The ivy at Putz soothed all that and let
baseball be played the way it was meant'to:
For the fun of it.
But teams have to make money. Leagues
have to Q1ake money.

Money makes the World go 'round, and if
you don't.have any, you fall flat. You fold.
You die.
To live. you sell tickets. You sell hot dogs
and peanuts and pennants and caps and cups
full of cold beer on a beautiful night.
, And you need to sell advertising. Horrible

as that sounds, as contradictory to the placid
feel of baseball, it's gotta be done.
And Putz Field has felt advertising creep
in. Where the ivy used to grow thick on the
outfield chainlink, today advertising has
taken over.
Early this season; when St. Cloud State
was playing a few doubleheaders at Putz, the
ivy had yet to grow in and the signs stood
out like sore thumbs.
Sorry, but this looks ugly, especially at
Putz.
But one can hardly fault a team like the
St. Cloud River Bats, who have to fork over
$50,000 a year to play their 32-garne
Northwoods league season, for trying to
make a buck.
The Bats have to make money to at least
break even, to let this terrific brand of
amateur baseball continue.
And one can hardly fault the city, who
also gets a cut of the signage money.

Strike needs student support
I would like to take this opportunity to ask all SCSU
students to support the faculty in the event they decide
to strike.
lt may sound absurd to some, but I say we should •
encourage them to strike if their requests aren't met in
full. Don't misunderstand, it wouldn't be enjoyable for
anyone involved, but the plain truth is that strikes
accomplish things. What this one would accomplish is
clear. It would send a message to MnSCU that our
faculty members aren't simply budget items to be cut
down to size.
They are an extremely valuable resOurce that should

lfc~ ·

thougtlt?

be rewarded accordingly. If we as students support this
strike, that would also send a rnessage. It would show
that we're willing to sacrifice·a little of our education to
help ensure that some of the sources of that education
stay around and are given what they deserve. Support
the faculty strike!

Aaron Westre
Senior
Anthropology
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Available 98-99 School Year
4 BDRM APTS

NOW HIRING IN
THE TWIN CITIES

Universit» Scauare H
✓ Off Street Parking

✓ Laundry

✓

✓

Controlled Access
✓· Dishwasher
✓ Microwaves
✓ Ind. Locked Bdrms

• Crew managers & painters needed

• 4 day wo rk week
• No experience necessary & pd. tranng

--

Now leasing ·
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
for June and August.

251-6005

tl'Bldgs. with FREE computers for student use

Air Conditioning
Mini Blinds
✓ Heat/Water Paid
✓ On Site Caretaker

✓

t/

W alking distance co campus tl'lnt ercom entry buildings v'Pri vace
bedrooms with locks v'Telephone and cable ouclecs in each bedroom
tl'M1crowaves · tl'Off-screet parkin,g V Dishwashers -v'Mmiblinds on
all window s t/ Air co~dicioning v'lnterior and ex t er ior areas well lighred v'Well - ma1nra1ned building arid grounds

253-1100

(612) 942-9709

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING

$175 co$225

Call ~ To dull

•Year round employment

~

W e have 2 and 4 br. apar t ments ava ilable from

Br idgeview Souch. Bridgeview Wesc. Par k Sou ch.
C lassic 500 and River Ridge.

Starting at $175

• Excellent pay & Incentives

EXCEL Pro12ertr
Mgmt. Inc.

STILL LOOKING
FOR THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT PRICE??

Quiet, Convenient locations

Great Full-time
Summer Job
Opportunities

,
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NOW LEASING!
• 4 bedroom ap1s.

• 8 campus loca1ions
• 1V & Jiione jad(s
•

•
•

•
•

ilallbEdooms.
X-tra lalge bath
roomsw/2 SOOMlf'S
wldryfacilitie$
Pa1cirg, carpor!S,
garages
Dishwashers
Microw!Mls, & more

.'
i

JEFF'S
TOTAL BODY
PIERCING

1-1~"'
'c~

~!?/(~

Riverside Real Estate P;;yz
mm:m
"The Fmest 111 St11deJZI Housmg"
Close to Downtown & Cam us

.SJ-12,

dJ

'b,

PROFESSIONAL

Master Piercer- Jeff

RISING PHOENIX

* I, 2, 3 & 4 BdrmApts
* Single rooms starting at $179/12nw lease
•
•
•
•

Dishwashers
Microwaves
Laundry Facilities
Reserved Parking

•
•
•
•

Air Conditioners
Security
Utilities Paid
Garages & Decks

TATTOO STUDIO
16- 21st Avenue South
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
For appointment or consultation

1st"

Ca/1320-255-7305 or 32().393·2654

LOOKING FOR ABETTER CAREER?
Start at Rasmussen .
Small and convenient classes.
Career focused training.
Proven job placement success.

Career Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

or groups up to four.

Campus Clipper and Metro Bus Service
with three trips per hour to SCSU

Business Management • Medical Records
Court Reporting
• Travel/Tourism
Sales & Marketing
• Child Care
Accounting
• Secretarial
Office Administration (Executive, Legal, Medical)

DAY & EVENING CLASSES AVAILABLE

St. Cloud
Campus

· 2s1-ssoo
1-80().852-0460
www.rasmussen.edu

Openings for the 1998-1999 School Year

Four bedroom townhomes for individuals

CALL TODAY

D~
NC
O

l

t

E

G

E

.------------------,

:1:;:.:~

$25.00

I
•
Referral Bonus
I
I Give to a friend. If they sign a lease with Campus Management,
you receive $25 off your first month's rent
I
(1998-99 school year).
I
Your Name______________
J
IL __________________

Features Include: • Heated Swimming Pool
• Sand Volleyba!I ·Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms • Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Roo_m • Frost Free Refrigerator

• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

.l !N I VERS ITY
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Northern Colorado finishes a mile high
Bears capture
$eventh straight
NC.Ccrown,
Huskies second
by Rob LaPfante
SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU women's tennis
squad knew who it had to defeat in
order to capture its fi~t North
CentraJ Conference championship
in seven years.
Unfortunately for the Huskies,

the six~time defending NCC
champs, University of Northern
Colorado, proved to be too much,
as they swept all nine matches · to
earn its seventh consecutive title.
The Bears earned 63 points over
the two-day tournament, and the
Huskies and Mankato State
University finished tied for second,
with 34 points.
·
SCSU Head Coach Larry
Sundby said finishing second was

an improvement from last year, but
the chances of finishing first were

unrealistic.
"We're a year away from
competing with them (UNC),"

Sundby said. ''They're a top 10
team in..,the country,"and we're no~
at that level."
One positive aspect for the
Huskies was they fated the Bears in
five of the nine championship
matches Saturday at the St. Cloud
Tennis Center.
Although they lost all five
matches, sophomore Jennifer
Hulett said the team was satisfied
with its perfomance.
"We're pretty happy with
second pl_ace," said Hulett, who
teamed with junior .Tally Jo
Satterlee fot a second place finish at
No. 2 doubles. "Northern Colorado
is in a different league. But, our
goal was to beat Mankato State
University and we finished tied
with them, which is good." ,
·In Satterlee arid Hulett's 8-1
· quarterfinal victory over MSU's

SCSU junior Karissa Egge backhands a return during Saturday's No. 3 singles match against North Dakota's Sara Hjelle, during the
NCC Championships at the St Cloud Tennis Center. Egge won the match H, ~. 6-0.
September Beck and Marci
Dufrense, Satterlee achieved a
milestone, as she won her 4$th
combined singles- and doubles
match this season - a new Husky
women's tennis reconl.
Hulett said she was unaware of
Satterlee's feat, until after the match
was over.
"She didn't tell me until after the
match that she set the record,"
Hulett said. "I guess she didn't want
to put any extra pressure on me.
But, it was definitely a good
moment for her afterwards."

In her first season with the
Huskies, .Satterlee compiled an
impressive 23-7 reconl, playing at
No. l singles. After breezjng by the
the first two rounds this past
weekend, she eventually lost in the
championship match 6-3, 6-0, to
UNC's Lulu Cruz.
Hulett said the emergence of
their top singles player ~sort of
caught the rest of the team offguard.
"(Satterlee) tried out for SCSU a
few years ago, but nobody really
knew her," Hulett said. "This

season, she came here as our top
player and sort of took us by
surprise."
Other highlights from the
tournament included No. 5 singles,
where
Danelle
Peterson,
sophomore, was the runner up to
UNC's Chandra Frazier.
Sophomore Brianna Rupp' was
the ·runner up to UNC's Roxann
Kaiser at No. 6 singles and Rupp
and first-year player Angie
McMahon finished second to
UNC's Laura Cruz and Shellie Hall
at NO. 3 doubles.
.

Sophomore ·Maria Ritchie
finished third at No. 3 singles and
Egge arid junior Susy Cronick won
the second and third. singles
consolation matches.
The positive showing at this
year's tournament has Sundby
optimistic for next season.
"We're optimistic about next
year," Sundby said. "We have
everyone back, including injured
first-yCar player Leah Neuman and
~-shirt junior Sarah Ruedebusch.
Plus, Mankato and UNC each lose
three or four seniors this season."

Huskies split as Vorpahl ups record to 5-1
by Sean Lafavor
STAFF WRITER

While good hitting has been relatively
consistent with the SCSU baseball team this
season, the same has not been true of the
Huskies' pitching.
Unless the pitcher is junior Josh Vorpahl.
Vorpahl pitched a seven-inning complete
game Saturday while striking out 10 and
improving his record to 5-1 in the Huskies'
6-3 win in the first game of a doubleheader
with South Dakota State University ~t Dick
Putz Field.
Vorpahl's five wins equals · one-third of
SCSU's total number of victories for the
season.
"Josh has been a great addition to our team
this year," said junior second baseman Tim
Boland. "When we face a team with a great
pitcher,
(Vorpahl)
gives
us
a

When we face a team with a great pitcher,
(Vorpah~ gives us a chance to compete
Tim Boland
$CSU JUNIOR SECOND BASEMAN
chance to compete with them. He's a tough
pitcher."
The Huskies split a twin bill with the
Jackrabbits, losing the second game by a
score of 7-0. Freshman Luke Hanegraaf took
the loss.
On Friday in Sioux Falls, S.D.,
the Huskies again split a pair of games
with Augustana College, dropping the

first game 7-3, and winning the second 5-3.
Vorpahl, though a junior, has not pitched
for SCSU since 1994.
That year he finished 1-1 and appeared in
only three games.
While pitching has been a slight problem
for the Huskies most of the year, the team
seems to play their best games when Vorpahl
takes the hill.

"(Vorpahl) has pitched great all season,"
senior pitcher Matt Oelschlager said "I've
played ball with him for years now, both
college and summer leagues. He's put a lot of
work in and done really well lately."
Another player who has put up some
impressive numbers this year is junior
centerfielder Mike McKinney. He had six hits
this weekend.
"(Mckinney) is one of. the guys that we
can always count on," Oelschlager said. "He
usually gets a couple hits a game, and he's
probably the best centerfielder in the North
Central Conference, defensively."
The Huskies will play three games coming
up this week. They play a doubleheader
against Bemidji State University at home
today, making up for a pair of games that
were rained out earlier this year, and
Wednesday they will play St. John's
University in Collegeville.
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.Hinzman,
Leitza
named
teamMVP
by Rob LaP/ahte
SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU men's basketball and
.'.hockey teams announced their
annual post-season awards last
week, and a pair of seniors were
honored as
their team's

MVPs.
The

men's
basketball
team.held its

post-season
banquet
Sunday, and
senior center
. Jon
Hinzman, the
MEN'S BASKETBAU
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Central
Conference's
MVP, was also voted the MVP by
his teammates.
Junior guard Enoch Dix took
home the defensive player ·of the
year honor, and senior guard Sean
Whitlock took home the assist
award, averaging 6.2 assists per
MVP

game.
Hinzman won the rebound
award and sophomore Jeremy
Schmidt won the Filed Goal
PCrcentageAward (59.8 percent).
Freshman point guard Todd
Bishop won the Three-Point Field
Goal Award (46.2 percent), and the
final award was presented to senior
forward Mark Hein, who missed
most of the season due to injury.
Hein was honored the Brady Watts
Award, as the player who best
exemplifies Husky basketball to the
community.
Meanwhile, the Husky hockey
team announced its post-season
award winners last weekend.
Senior goaltender Brian Lcitza
was -named the team MVP, after
setting a school record for most
victories in a season.
Leitza also was named the
team's top netminder.
Senior captain Rob Klasnick
took home •the Most Detennined
Player Award, for the third
consecutive season.
The Most Improved Player
Award was given to junior foiward
George Awada, who set career
highs in goals, assists and points.
The Freshman of the Year
Award went to forward Keith
Anderson, who was the Huskies'
leading rookie scorer.
Anderson joins some elite
company by winning the award.
Past winners include, Mike
Rucinski, Matt Cullen and Leitza.
Junior
defenseman· Kyle
McLaughlin was named the
Outstanding Student-Athlete, for
his achievements in the classroom.
Both the hockey team and
basketball team finished in the
upper half of their respective
teams.
The basketball team loses four
seniors,
including Hinzman,
Whitlock, Hein and Nate Pelowski.
The hockey team loses six
seniors, including Leitza, Klasnick,
Andy Vicari, Sacha Molin, Mike
Maristuen and Jason Stewart.

Hoehn continues to dominate
Sophomore pitcher fans 20 as Huskies
up record to 36-12 with six victories
know me as a pitcher, and I was
able to get a lot of pop outs and
ground outs."
Sophomore infielder Lisa
The SCSU softball team posted
a 6-1 record this weekend, but the Rosauer said the pitching
loss ·was the one that sent them performance Hoehn gave was
nearly unhittable.
packing.
'The only reason she gave up
The weekend started with a
four
hits that game was they were a
doubleheader Friday against the:
!JniverJity of North Dako.ta, in couple of slap hits," Rosauer said.
"It
was
Grand
Forks,
unbelievable
N.D.
how
many
While
the
strikeouts she
teams
were
had, and UND
slated to play
batters
two
games,
(UND) batters
couldn't get
unofficially, they
around on her."
played three, as
In
game
the Huskies won
around·on her
two, it was
game one 3-0 in
sophomore
15 innings.
(Hoehn).
pitcher Adria
scsu
Carlyon's tum
starting pitcher
Lisa Rosauer
to shut down
Karissa Hoehn,
SoPHOMORE INFIELDER
North Dakota
(who earlier in
ballers.
the week was
Carlyon through a complete
named the North Central
Conference's Pitcher of the Week game six hitter, as the Huskies took
for the third time this season) made game two 8-2.
The perfect weekend continued
a bid for the honor again, after
throwing all 15 innings, allowing through Saturday, as the Huskies
Moorhead
State
only four hits and striking out . a defeated
University 7-6, Mankato State
career high_20 UND batters.
Hoehn said the 15 innings University 5-1 and Bemidji State
pitched Was the longest outing of University 4--3, in the North Dakota
State University Invitational, in
her career.
"I think the most I pitched Fargo, N.D.
The Huskies stayed unbeaten
before this game was 12 or 13
innings," she said. "UNO has some Sunday after an 8-0 shutout of
good hitters, but they rcall)" don't UNO. It was the second time of the

by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS ED/70R

couldn't get

File photo

Sopho·more Lisa Rosauer
slides into second base during
a previous gijme at Selke

Field. The Huskies have slid
their way to the top of the NCC
standings wtth a 32-11 record.

week the Huskies shut out North
Dakota and both games, Hoehn was
the winning pitcher.
The Huskies suffered their only
loss of the weekend 7-6, in the
semifinal game against the
University of Minnesota - Duluth.
Although the Huskies posted a

6-1 record and 4-1 NDSU
Invitational record, Rosauer said
not advancing to the championship
game was a bit of a let down.
"It wasn't too disappointing not
winning it," Rosauer said. "But the
only loss we suffered sends us
home."

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by attending
Army ROTC 9amp Challenge, a paid
five-week summer course in leildership
training. By the time you have graduated
from college, you'll have the c redeI\tials
of an Army officer. You'll also have the
self-confidence and discipline it takes to
succeed in college and beyond.
For more information call Captain
Shawn Maxwell at (320) 255-3930 or stop
by the office in Room 11 of Stewart Hall

i

ARMY ROTC
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Velour slips on with Stylish trend
Local band's first CD set to release at the Red Carpet Thursday night
and First Avenue.
Whlle managing sch_edules with school at
Music Tech of Minneapolis and SCSU, social
Invisible Plane, the band Velour's .first CD, is lives and of course the band, Velour faces many
not the same old Minnesota sound.
challenges in practicing and recording.
Described by its ·members., Velour's style is a
"A big challenge is trying to fit it in with my
post-aJtemative rock and roll similar to a soft busy schedule · and studeni teaching," said
Jane's Addiction with controlled chaos and many Murphy, a senior music education major at SCSU.
tempo changes.
However, if the CD meets success, the
'They have a unique alternative sound," saitl members ofVeJour said they are ready to tour and
Jessica Rodning, senior. 'Their shows are so commit themselves to the group and its music.
much fun because they are a little different."
"I have learned what I need ·to learn and we
The group, which originated in St. Cloud, is
have played hundreds of shows," Hatlson said.
set to release the CD Thursday at the Red Carpet 'Tm ready _to go."
Niteclub after nine months of recording and
With plans to go· on a short tour this summer,
almost four years of playing together.
Velour will perfonn in the upper Midwest, where
"We are super excited," said Scott Hamilton, the CD will be distributed.
one of the band's members. "The CD has a lot of
Hanson is _excited for the perfonnances and to
different sounds and songs, so peC>ple should dig get Velour's music out to a larger ii.udience while
it."
remind_ing himself the music
For the band, the road to its
is original and people will
release party has been one of
think what they -want of their
many fun times and a few
style.
rough times.
Hamilton also keeps a
"We have had fun playing
carefree attitude and wants to
in St. Cloud and usually draw
seize opportunities put in front
a lot of locals out," Hamilton
of him and Velour.
said. "It was a big challenge
"Something like this might
getting this CD out in this
only ever happen once in your
time period~,,but we have
lifetime," Hamilton said.
little different.
always stuck together."
"We're going for it."
Besides Hamilton; two of
•Wi_th the four years of
the.....,pther members..-- CbriS- _
playing and bringing together.
Murphy and Blake Hanson
the band which now possesses
were
the
original
a solid cast of five .members
guitarists/vocalists of the band
and a CD, Velour may get its
that began at Apollo High School in St. Cloud.
opportunity.
Additions to the band we·re percussionist ~
"Do things that drop in your lap," Hamilton
Anderson and a lead guitarist Doug Jennings, who said.-'That's what life is all about."
completed the band's members.
"I think we are going to keep improving and Velour's release party of Invisible Plane will
finding new material," Hanson said. "We have ·a be Thursday at the Red Carpet.beginning at
good stage show and are good showmen."
10p.m.
Along with the Red Carpet in downtown St.
Cloud, Velour has performed at different venues
and stages in Minneapolis including the Fine Line

by Murlah Miller
STAFF WR!TER

Their shows are
somuchfun
because they are
a

Shane Opal7/PH(Jf0 EDrrOR

Local band Velour (1-r) Scott Hamilton, Ed Anderson, Chris Murphy, Blake
Hanson and Doug Jennings will perfolin Thursday evening at the Red
Carpet to celebrate their CD release party.

Students perfortn Japanese satire
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

A new musical is about to hit lhe stage at

scsu.

After six weeks of long rehearsals, lhe
Gilbert and Sullivan operetta 'The Mikado"
will open May 4 on campus, exposing
audiences to the lighter ·side-of theater.
''It's a traditional, fluffy musicaJ," said
sophomore Meg Jahns, who plays an
attendant and ax: carrier. "You can't take it too
seriously."
The Mikado takes place in Japan, but is
really a spoof on the way the British viewed
the Japanese. According to Jahns, the musical
entwines a political statement with a lot of
satire.
Jahns admitted that the storyline is slightly
complicated. It _involves the son of the
Mikado, or king of Japan. The young man,
Nanki-Poo, leaves his father's court .because
he refuses to marry an elderly woman, aged
27. He travels, aJways disguising his identity,
and meets Yum-Yum, with whom he falls in
love.
·

No musical would be complete without applicable lO this day and age."
conflict, however, and there is plenty in '"The
That aside, everythil1g seemed to come
Mikado."Yum-Yum is already engaged to the ;together quite well for everyone involved.
Lord. High Executioner, Ko-Ko, who gets
"EveryOne has such busy schedules that it
condemned to death for flirting.
wasn't always easy," said sophomore Melissa
The plot twists and subtle statements Dalton, a chorus member. "But there was a lot
made in the musical may leave the audience of teamwork. The people involved are reaJ!y
great."
member
a
little
perplexed, . but Jahns
The most difficult
believes it is worth it.
aspect of putting on a
"You really have to
show like 'The Mikado"
pay attention to what's
has been the music. Like
going on, but the pay-0ff
most Gilbert and Sullivan
It's a traditionat shows, it is virtually aJI
is worth it," she said. "It's
a lot of fun."
.
But Dalton and
.fh,,.ffy musical You singing.
It was not alwayS th.it
Jahns took advantage of
way, though. When
that opportunity:
rehearsals first started,
"It gave me a chance to
seriously.
some of the lyrics had to
improve my voice,"
be changed for fear
Dalton commentoo.
Meg Jahns
audiences may not
Although Jahns has a
ACTOR IN "THE M1i<Aoo"
understand what was
non-singing part, she used
going on.
.
the. experience to get to
''It was hard for us,
know the people in the
trying to Understand some of the political music dt;partment, who, she said, contribute a
statements," Jahns said. 'They just weren't lot to 'The Mikado.°

can't take it too

'The musical talent in this play is just
incredible," Jahns said.
·
1be sets and costuming also play a large
part in the musical. Traditional Jii.panese
clothing was not easy to find or make, and the
elaborate set, which boasts a pavilion and a
bridge, took many hours and many hands to
create.
This week, the cast and crew will be
adding the finishing touches and working out
the kinks to the Gilbert and Sullivan show. All
the work will pay off, though, when the
curtain opens in a week.
Dalton and Jahns are both expecting large
audiences during the week of perfonnances,
extending beyond SCSU students and faculty
and into the community. .
"It's very silly and fluffy," Jahns said. "It's
really funny."
'1 think it's a cultural experience," Daltotl
said. "It's pretty charming."
Tickets for "The Mikado" can be picked
up at the box· office in the Perfonning Arts
Center this week or before the perfonnances
May 4 to 9. The shoW starts at 8 p.m. every
night in the Center Stage of the PAC.
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Filnunaker Ed Burns' pop~rity
rises with release of new tnovie
Programming Board's !eatured
films.

by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

"Limited budgets really force

Filmmakers these days are
getting younger and younger and
becoming
more
and
more

successful.
• ,:. exception.

Ed

From

Bums

w9rking

is

no
. on

"Entertainment Tonight" to Writing,
directing and starring in his own

creativity," said independent film
buff Ryan Friedland, sophomore.
Bums's success was evident
with his first movie, ''The Brothers
McMullen." The movi~ won
awards at several film festivals and
gave independent film-making a
new image. Shot on ·a budget of

critically-acclaimed movies, Ed

$25,000 with a 1hree-person crew,.

Bums's life has taken many turns.

McMullen
proved that the
storyline was more important than
any special effects.
"Independent filths are usually a

Now his seccind big-screen attempt,
"She's the One," is coming to
SCSU, as one of the University

lot better than box office
successes,"
Friedland
said.
'There's a lot of meaning behind
the films and the filmmaker usually
has a reason for making it."
With "She's the One," Bums's
budget inCreased to $3 million, but
his ideas about film-making did
not change. Like "McMullen", the
movie was about brothers with
problems in the area of romance.
The filmmaker takes his ideas
from real-life experiences, which
he claims is why they are
successful. He creates characters
out of people he knows and

also likes to return to the same them back to their hometown.
territory for his films, usually New "
''There's a Jot of other
York.
filmmakers whose films will never
Although he ho~ his moyies _make it to lhe big screen,"
find a _large audie?l.ce, that is Friedland said.
·
notBums' majorconceminlife.He
Up next, Bums will stay
just wants to write and direct in front of the camera in Steven
movies he cares· about and see Spielberg's soon-to-be-released
his vision come true, from start to "Sa,ving Private Ryan," with Tom
finish.
Hanks.
Bums' philosophies have also
Fans of Bums can see him
been · found with other young earlier, however, when "She's the
filmqiakers . Matt Damon and One" begins playing at 7. p.m. on
Ben Affleck earned Academy Thursday night in the Atwood
Awards · for their screenplay for Little Theatre. It will be shown
"Good Will Hunting," whieh took through Sunday.

Uonfused
about
Uom.puters?
Let the Academic
Computer Service
help you solve all
of your computer
problems by
attending any of
these various
computer workshops.

Thursday, April 30
Intro to Internet: 1-3 p.m
Intro to,,lnternet: 6-8:30 p.m.
All workshops are held in Centennial Hall room 134.
No registration is required for these workshops,
but arrive early to ensure a seat.

CITY:

....
-

1. ~:~:

I

For more information (?Ontact the Academic Computer
Services Help □ esk at 2077

' S'fATE:
PHONE:

Which quarter(s) would you like to subscribe?
FALL WINTER
SPRING
SUMMER

------

• Rates: $8.00 for schoo1 year.
$5 for summer.
• Cash accepted. Make check
ble to ~nive.rsity Chronicle

l:

• Subscliptions will be mailed
in the continental U.S. only.

• Please includ~ payment rOr
each quarter you would like to
receive the newspaper.
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6i'o!cb~es for Aprjl 27 ~.

, Aries ,liifu:cli 2hApi;it 19) ..:..yQ\l c9uld ~at~s~Y:this:fll291ing. It will;~Y decisions to be miide\:'ou should: be in a
go throu!flla_ lot of money in a sho1\ ttn1e if to·mai<e:deci.sions. A situation requinnglhe good fiaine of mind, and ybur 1~ruilion
you're no(careful. YOU might do it evecrif, expenditure of jointly be!d funds will !"'!'lire should be excellent This evening IOOks good
for n:avel. Take yourself out for a· special
you are i;~ful. The latter is certainly the deliberation before action is taken.
treat.

're goin,g to spend it, ~O it
wil) ·~y

good

returns oo

. LeojJuly 23-Aug. 22) - Don~targue
with_y~~r:OOSS or feaqhef. You wOIYt,shfud a
c ~ . N9t only is that>pef'S9n stronger than
you are. but he or she seems to have a chip on
the old !boulder. Toere~·so much to be.done
and~ peooi feels ~1Poll!ible for all;to it
to help.
•.
•. II:'
1

. Taurus (April 20-May 20) , ~ You
ienerally keep a low profile, but it looks like
you're ~rred up about .~mefbing~ You~
ft, g~~ Chance, o~ wirulfn~ ,the argupien~
pncoura~nt from friends also helps. You
simply ou.tvote this other person. And you

c,~ do it without making an enemy.
~(May 21-lune 2!J- Youmay;be
feeling\ina i>f dense Uiis lnbtniog, but don't
wony. YOUI brain will clear by this aftetnobli
Right now, you could feel like IOCking
YoUQelf io a quiet dark place and vegetating.

i

O!f•r

Virgo (Aug. 23-sept. 22) - Have you
been thinking about traVeling far from home?
Jf so, this'. would bean excellent time trurtake
your. ®Wn :payment :cm. I.be trip. Jt'S, also
a good '.tlri>e to learn "Ille llngnage. It'll be
easier than usual if yOu St.art now. Get a tutor
from that counuy to lielp.

~- CaJ!~l1"!e 2,,J.ii!Y~.= M ~

i )\quarius

(/'!"·

~0-Feb. f8.).-,-, This' .

WOl!Jd boa fabu~ day to st•¥ bo~ in bed

may'be a little ~al. Generally, yOu'rethe
person who's doing the persuading. In fact, if
you'.rt: jlOt qareM it could make Y</!1 !ate for

If. you cao·~ at l~ get back' thetj: at yoor
earliest opportunity, You'll want to entertaid

wott.;r

Jb':_~Y;YOU want¾ti ,

-

¥kl

Sa~llarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21).:;TC, Y.;.
have the strength and determination to
plow through just about any barrier you run

into'.:'lhe ~one yOU'te',QlOSt likely'. W Jut is
a ; mechanical
breakdowa
can fix it althougb'it'll take a while.

You

Capricom{Dec:22-Ja,,.19)-.Youwaot
to, ml't,:~ }parvelo0$: utan.s that can:0,J11y be
achi~;t!uwgh -~ s . lt'IIJ!e"J!.ard to

*

.

Sooipio (Oct. ~,New, 21) :.ii:Your •

sweetheart is in a very. persuasive roo&:l. This

~ ~~tonight

It's'ahout time:roo got itjust

11

,

~l'isces (Feb.

19-March 20) = You;are
willing to • learn from a• strong teafher;
who is1an expert at a ,kill you
~f you're-,lea~J'.18 ho!': l?'Pl~y ~
to1 sit at ~~t of a
.,,;College Press Exchange

virtuoso for ~ t

The Brothers McMullen
April 30, 7 p.m. • May 1 and 3, 9:30 p.m.
She's the One
April 30, 9:30 p.m. • May 1 and 3, 7 p.m.
Atwood Theatre, Admittance with SCSU ID
There are NO films Saturday, May 2, due to May Bowle

Visual Arts
Exhibit: American Sign Language in Clay'by Helene Oppenheimer
•..Xhrough May, 15, .A=od.Ballroom Display Cases........- ......
Exhibit: I INK THEREFORE I AM:
A collection of work by cartoonist, Jim Bertram
Closes April 29, Atwood Gallery

-~~~================~

Miss_
issippi Music Fest
Sunday, May 3, 11 a.m. to 8 p.m., Riverside Park
Rain site Halenbeck Hall
·
All day fun with music, arts and crafts, food and much more, free
11 a.m: Fade 2 Shade, Winner of The Battle of the Unsigned Bands
12,05 p.m. Paul Taylor, Didjeridoo
LIO p.m. Surahoolies, World-groove unit
2:15 p.m. Janice Figure, Hard rock/ Alternative
3:20 p.m. Diane Wegner & The BeneJesurits, Folk
4:25 p.m. Shangoya, World beat/ Reggae
5:30 p.m. The Thompson Brothers Band, Country
7 p.m. Martine Zellar & The Hardways, Roots rock

Attention
Pre-Business
Students
0° 0

0

You are required to
come to the

Student Services
Office, BB 123
to obtain your.
ACCESS CODE, for rail

Semester 1998
APARTMENT
FINDERS

259-4040

Come EARLY to beat
· the line!

lJ~VERSITY

Cbronicle/14

Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. .eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.

• 'f

Classifieds
.

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE rT! 1- and 2-bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans and

MALE TO SHARE 2-IIDRM. 'UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.,
$220/mo: ·0Nbrthem Mgint. .2516969.
OLYMPIC II
3 to 4-qdrrns. Near hockey center. 4bdrm. split units with two full baths.
DW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid: 253,1154. ,

4-BDRM. APTS.
2 locations, 1 & 2 baths, heat pd.,
newer carpeting, parking.. Excel
Mgmt. 251·6005.

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200-$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
1- AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 2518284, or251-941,8.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrrn. units_across·trom campus.
Clean quali1y living. DW, NC, heat
pd. Comact Equi1y Investments, Jeff
420-1290, or251-8284.
NOTICE!! NOTICE!! NOTICE!!
Campus
Mgmt.
announces:
•,. Redt.<:ed Rates on 2- and 3-bdrm.
apts. Summer housing also avail.
Call today 251-1814.
HOUSES/ APT. HOUSES
5-bdrm. for 5-6 people. 8-bdrm. for
· 9-11 people. 9·bdrm. lor 9-10
people. Great SCSU kx:ations, Dan
251-1925.
STATEVIEW
<}bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, OW, micro., security. Heat
_paid. 253-1154.
ROOMS FOR .WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.

Available immediately. Reasonable
rent. Short-term leases. Telephone

252-6153, leave a message.
SINGLE ROOMS AVAJIL
AUGUST1
5 kx:ations. $180-$245, male and
female avail. Dan 251-1925.
NEED A FURNISHED APT.?
tired of roommates? Call us today!
253-1154.

Policies:
• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noo~ Friday for Monday's
edition.

•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Fonns are 'inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space:
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manage~ available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for cl~ifieds.
2-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, newly remodeled, $275

3-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, $245 each, t-yr. lease, 1·
blk. to campus. Call Greg, 2673291, 251-4160, N/A255-1274.
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/mo. Avail. immediately. 1 blk.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.

· RAVINE APTS.
Fall 1998. 253-7116.

.WEST CAMPUS II
2-bdrm. apt., near Halenbeck, large
bath, hea1 included. $250/mo. Call
251·6969.

CAMPUS.EAST
large 4-bdrms. with 2 lull baths.
Extra stor;:ige. OW, garages,
securi1y. Heat pd. 253-1154.
ROOMMATE .WANTED
female; $150/r'no. Avail. Jurie 1. Call
Kim at 240-8759.
·
NOTICE!! NOTICEI! NOTICE!!
Campus
Mgmt.
announces:
Reduced rates on 2 and 3-bdrm.
apts. Summer housing also avail.
CallJoday 251-1814.
• AFFORDABLE
4-bdnn. apts., Westview, close to
new SCSU library, heat pd., NC,
DW. 251·8284, 251-9418.
ATTRACTIVE 4-BDRM. APTS.
heat pd., parking, laundry, NC,
SCSU dose. Hurry few left. Excal,
251-6005.
-WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. w/den·or 2bdrm. sm_ $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. · lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fari, DW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Gall 251-3617.

SUMMER RATES
and -campus locations,

UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large .bdrms. close· to SCSU and

FEMALE ROOMMATE .WANTED
2-bdrm. on S.E. side, $250/mo.
Interested call Jennifer at 253-9239.

FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
APT.
heat pd., parking, laundry, DW,
interoom entry. Excel Mgmt. 251-

UNIVERSITY PLACE
4·bdrm. apt., heat pd., DW, micro.,
NC,. parking and carports, laundry.
EPM 251-6005.

6005.

S.E.

:g1mo Call Northern Mgmt. 654- ~~f~f:'.·2~~a~~S. DW. Riverside
1
~!~p~~t:i1 a;~~:~6+-~~s\~
251-4160, N/A255-1274.

FEMALE SUMMER SUBLEASER
.WANTED
$240/mo., parking and util. included.
Large bdrm. in furnished home
located on 5th Ave. Fun roommates!
Call Erin 203-1459.

\C

EFFICIENCIES AND 1-IIDRM.
APTS.
close to downtown a:id SCSU, heat
pd., Riverside Prop. 251-8284, 2519418.
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amenities. Choose your size and

style. Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
2-IIDRM. $205/mo. .
· .WEST CAMPUS
Forestview apts. S.E. location
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site single rooms near Halenbeck.
laundry. Heat, water, ,ga(bage & $175/mo. Heat pd. 251-6969.
paiil)g/plug-in included. 654-8300. .
VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the Web, scsuhousing.com.
1- & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in Campus Management.
quiet building. 12-mooth lease only.
STILL LOOKING?
Call240-948:j . .
quiet, ~cious 1-& 2-bdrm. apts. in
8-plex.
Fre·e private reserved
FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts.. Free parking. Lalindiy, heat pd., $360reserved parking with plug-ins. $430. 251-6969.
Quiet, walk-in cios'eJs: On bus line.
VISIT US ON THE .WEB!
Hea1 and wa1er pd., $360-$430/mo.
Select Prop www.rent.neVads/select
251-6969.

2-BDRM.
in four-plex by Halenbeck H3I1.
Summerflall. Call 25Hi941.

.

SHARE 4-BDRM. HOUSE
l~u~~a;g~:9~~~ Heat pd., free
METROVIEW APTS.
2- and 3-bdrm., close to SCSU,

HALENBECK APTS.
now renting for summer and fall.
Two full bathrooms, 4-bdrm. apts.
259·9434.

$150 ROOM SHARED HOUSE;
laundry, yard, parking, shared u1il.
Close, mo: to mo. pbss., reduced
rent for home care responsibilities.
251·6657, avail. 611.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
v.th private bathroom and NC for
the older s1udent. Util. included.
706 61h Ave. ·s. 252·9226.
MALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM. APT.
hea1 pd., close to SCSU, parking,
laundry, DW. Excel Mgmt. 2516005.

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
4-bdrm. apt. DW, NC. 240-0679, or
250-0679.

FEMALE HOUSING
4-bdrm. house. Everytfling included. . CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
Govt, quiet, clean. 13th Ave. S.E. 1
OPENINGS
a1 $240 or 1 at $260. Call Megan · in, 4--bdrm.• apts, .for fall. Includes
654-6742.
~:~t.D~\~c9~ 6NC,-b[i~d~ 975
2 car ga!:O~-:h~~~ner,,,hea~ laundry, central air & city util.

P~iv:fs~d:~:. .t~~~dfi 2it~;,o

~=-~W,;,i~~i'.
251-8284, 251-9418. -

3-BDRM. APT.
380 5th Ave. S. 3 people $825/mo. 4
people $900/mo. Quali1y living, Dan
251-1925.

each. Avail.

M& MSUITES
1-room efficiencies avail. now,
summer and fall.. Util., cable
TV, included. 259-9434.
SUMMER RATE
female housing in 4-bdrm. home by
Lake George, $200. Every1hing
included. Call Megan. 654-6742.
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from,campus on
6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone in
each bdrm. 240-0679, 25Q-0679.

NOTICE!I NOTICE!! NOTICE!!
Campus
Mgmt.
announces:
IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
·Reduced Rates on .2- and 3-bdrm.
call today to see an apt.-eff, 3- & 4- apts. Summer housing also avail.
bdrm.
avail.
253-1154
or Call today 251-1814.
www.rentnet/adslseled
SINGLE ROOMS FOR t,IALE
4-BDRM. APTS.
AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
STUDENTS '
$195110-mo. lease, $175112-mo. also 1- and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus summer rates $99/mo. all u1il. pd
lease. Heat and basic cable line. Riverside Properties, 251- except phone. Also renting for fall
included. 259-96'73.
8284, or251-9418.
and winter. Call Dave after 5 p.m.,
251-5246.
SINGLE ROOM
PRIVATE ROOMS IN 4-BDRM.
male, female, summer. or fall. 1 blk.
APTS.
NOW RENTING
to campus, on 5th Ave. heat pd., DW, micro., NC, intercom for the 1998-99 school year. 251·
Very nice, 267-3291 or 255-1274.
entry, parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
1814.or scsuhousing.corn. Campus
Management.
4-BDRM. APTS.
BENTON-WOOD APTS.
various floor plans. Call 259-9283
2-bdrm. apts. near Hwy. 10 and 23.
AMENmEs PLUS
Avail. 6/1 or 8/1. 12 mo. leases
UNIVERSITY NORTH
MICHIGAN PLACE
$380-$400. 10 mo. leases $440 - 2, 3 and 4-bdrm., decks, heat pd.,
1-bdrm. spacious, French b.alconies. $460. Heat pd., on bus line, micro. OW, NC, 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop.'
1 bath. Quiet S.E. location. On bus. incl. Dan 251-1925.
251-8284, 251-9418.
line. Heat pd., NC, $405/mo.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
2- AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
avail. 6/1 or 8/1. 1-bdrm. apts. near for women. Heat, elec. pd. Parking,
2· & 3-BDRM. APT.
Coboms. 12 mo. leases $320-$350. laundry. Close, quiet. 253-0451.
summer and fall. Allan 253-3488, or 10 mo. lease $360-$390. Dan 251251-1010.
1925.
-

~;DAM. HOUSE --....,
1_. 2 kitchens, 3

avail. Aug.

~::~;$~,;~~~~'./~~;•ha~r;
people. Call· Apartment Finders,
259-4040.

M&MAPTS.
now renting for '98-'99 school year.
4-bdrm. apts., . all freshly updated.
259-9434.
IVYAPTS.
4-bdrm. apts., DW, micro., security
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
259-9673.
SMALL 1-BDRM. HOUSE
$450/mo., 12-mo. lease starting
June 1. Util., parking pd. 253-6606.
CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., hea1 pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284, 2519418.
NOTICE!! NOTICEI! NOTICE!!
Campus
Mgmt.
announces:
Redt.<:ed Rates on 2 and 3-bdrm.
apts. Summer housing also avail.
Call today 251-1814.
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdrm. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
3- &' 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free parking
and much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.

TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.
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APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today or see us on the web,
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management, 251-1814.

$$ 500/MO. $$
2-BDRM. DUPLEX CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
basement, off-street p~rking. 6548300 or 255-9262.
2· OR 3-BDRM. APT.
in a house. Private kitchen and
bathroom, non-smoong. 253-5340.
5-BDRM. HOUSE
:Q share. Free wash/dry and
pa~r.~ Call Timothy, 255-0870.

65 GALLON AQUARIUM
includes stand, filter, gravel,
decorations and cleaning kit
College graduate leaving ar~a
June 1, must sell $300 or best
offer call 202-1630, please
leave message.
•

Employment

$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. Al home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T- 3883 lor_listings.
NAKED
do you 1eel this way without $?
Loo~ng to fill top pa~ng part-Ume
and full-time positions in sales and
management, 253-9698.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
HEADQUARTERS AT NATIONAL
CAR RENTAL
The busi~ time of the year!

NOW HIRING ALL POSmONS
we can offer flexible hrs.,
oompetitive wages, variety ol wor1<,
fun atmosphere. Apply in person at
Premiere Bingo 3123 Roosevelt Rd.
St Cloud.

~~ I~

--,G"'R"'o"'wi"'N"G--,Fl"'N"'A"'N"'c"E"'c"'oM""~"'AN=c-Y

~~(~u~:; :.:ice:;:~

At' National C.9'r Rental, a global seeking intellegent career-oriented
industry leader, you'll have the · people for FT and PT positions in
chal'}CE! to work with a variety of account services. Flexible hr::.,

MALE WANTED
to sMre 4-bdrrn. apt. near campus.
Non-smoker. 259-9434.
· people, handle an array of
assignments and interact with a
UNIVERSITY SQUARE II
diverse bleod ol ciients.
~~:, ag!ste"":~~~~- Dfeou~
Reservation
building. $189-$210/mo., plus
RepresentaUves
$8.25 - $8.75/hr.
rkin Call SM & M 253-1100
pa g.
·
Plus incentives, the total is up to
APTS., ROOMS AND
50 SUMMER o~~6RTUNITIES,
1
many
One call variety ol hrsJdays. Also
rents It all! 253- 1154, Seed Prop.
permaneot opportunltes avail.,
variety shifts/days.
Cth~vePUSacSrossQUfromE
ASCPTSsu
·
.
4Custome~e~:~:~:mational
on 5
Variety lo shifts and days. Spanish,
bdrm. apts. TV, telephone in each French and German speaking
bd:7n., security, DW, micro., heat representative positions are also
240-0679, 250-0679.
avail. We offer.

s1y1;":; 1;!~.

sublease'

1ne·BedDeRdM.$3APT70/mo.nth, 9- . =~e~;i:~ oompensation/
9Commissions/ incentives
, 401 (k)

mo. lease. 1 mle lrom campus, on

-

~~~er~in;~ru~;:,itepal~~n~df~~~~'.
Call 654-1854.

*Tuition reirrbursement
•Advanoement potential

WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS

:6,re:r::llt~= center

to choose from ·with 30+ yeais o1
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management._. ... - ., .......... ~

;:~~~,:;;~~u:.is are
eng,uraged to apply at:
Nat" l Ca R - t I Wood
.. mn~ead~ua";;e~ ·
noo France Ave. s.

WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrrn. units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. DW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrrn units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. DW,
m~ros., security, heat pd. 253-1154

Personals
"AMERICAN DREAM"
lose weight, feel great, make $$$. I
lost 32 lbs. and make over $500/mo.
You can too! :1-888-373-7384.

:f:~i~~N

Edina, MN 55435
l:e~I 1~7H~::~z~ot~
6181, 24 his. a day, 7 days a week.
NATIONAL CAR RENTAL
National Car Rental is an equal
opportunity employer with
unequaled opportunmes.
BILINGUAL
earn great$ using it Contact 2530698 to schedule interview serious
inquires only.
WANTED:
Musicians to play in alternative
Christian rock band for church.
Keyboardist, drummer, guitarist,
and lead singer needed. 654-

_JESUS
ARE
The biblical Jesus advocated and
comrnands cannibalism (John 6: 5354) (Matt. 26: 26-28) (Luke 22: 19- ,
BUSINESS MAJOR
20) (Marl< 14: 22-24) (1 Car. 11 : 24- looking lor wor1< experience.
26) (John 6: 56-57). See also (Lev. _ $2200/mo. Call 709-1201.
26: 29) (Jer. 19:9)(lsa. 49:26)(Ezek.
5:10). lscannibalism a pertect moral
NOW HIRING ACCOUNTANT
family example, or an i!'lfl8rtecl,
AND DIRECTOR
immoral family example? Those of personal positions for the .lx>ok
who threaten otheis with infinite exchange.ApplyatAlwood, 117Eby
torture are terrorists (e.g. clerge). May 6.
Dare to question all religion. Atheism
is true.
SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED
for apt. blds., evenings work. Also

For Sale
1996 KAWASAKI NINJA
only 600M. $2,800 or b/o. Call Soott
529-8280, leave message.
MUST SEE!!
1985 Trans Am, well taken care of,
mint COndition. Asking $5,000 or
8/0. Call 685-3917, ask for Soott.
1985 KAWASAKI GPZ
550 motorcycle 15,000M. Great
condition. Cari 253-3335, evenings.

g~5;

~~~~ ~~~~:-. Call Rive'9id~~
INTERESTED IN GOLF?
FRIENDLY AND OUTGOING?
WEWANTYOUI
good pay, fun atmosphere, stop by!
Ultimate goH at the stardome 500
Sundial Drive, Waite Park.
MODELING INSTRUCTOR P.T.
flexible, must have prol. modeling
training & experience. Call Teresa
~6i~~~se.oomLa
Terese,

close to campus, student's dream
job. Apply at Preferred Credit lnc.
Norwest Center 400 1st St S. Suite
285A 2nd Floor S1.Cloud. 255-9784.
PAID REAL ESTATE WORK
STUDY
12_15 hr./wk. Evenings & weekends
req. Croat-Kerteld Homes Att.
~:~~19 33rd St s. St Cloud,
WAITPERSONS NEEDED
at local St. Cloud establishment.
Weekend wor1< only with flexible
schedules avail. Competitive wages
pllJS tips. Interested? Call Cathy at
251-9951.
--.,,G=ET"'P"'Al-cD,.,T"'O,.,P"'Ul"''//,.,--summer jobs working with youth
ages 5-15 in YMCA programs NE
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lEACH HOCKEY/ 50 SUMMER
.
. JOBS:
private children's camps, NY, PA,
New England. 6/20 - 8/20. Call .
Ariene Streisand, 1-800-443-8428
TRAVEL EUROPE & WORK
teach basic conversational English
in Prague, Budapest & Krakow.
Competitive wages + benefits. Ask
us how! (517) 336--0629 ext.
K56811.
UVE~N ATTENDANT
light house-keeping and cooking.
Call Chad at 656-9233.
RESPONSIBLE, CARING
PERSON TO BABYSIT
9-yr-old twins in our home this
summer.· Reliable transportation a
must. 656-9589, after 6 p.m.
SUMMER CAMP STAFF
enjoy wol"Yjng and playing outdoors
with children. Swimming, campfires,
kayaks, climbing wall and water
trampoline. Co-ed youth camp
located 30 minutes S.W. of
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and
women. Certified ljfeguards,
program counselors, envir. ed.
assistants, and arts and crafts
instructor.
10-12
wl<s. of
employment start June 13. Must be
18 or older. Training provided.
Salary plus room ·and board.
Preference given to college
students internships welcome. Call
for app. or interview, 612-474-8085.

ARE YOU GOING HOME FOR
THE SUMER AND WANT A JOB
IN PLACE FOR NEXT FALL?
coosider becoming PIT school bus
opportunities for fufure employment. driver. No experience needed, we
train. Hrs.: 6:45 a.m. · 8:30 a.m.
Call 612·l89-8803 for appl.
AND 2 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. $8.50 ·
$10.50/hr. Call Spanier Bus 251EGG DONORS NEEDEDII!
• ~fuera
, 3313. We are hiring all summer.
1 ~;Yrentswa_nAJte1dracebys inenleedrtedile _
~ ~ " '!
·
NANNIES!
Ages 21-30. Compensation $3,500.
Please call OPTIONS (800) 886- live-in positions with Prescreened
Nationwide
Professional Families.
93_7~3
_
Top salaries. Benefits. 1•yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
. 'HEY, ARE YOU GOING TO
SUMMER SCHOOL AND NEED A Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
WEEKEND JOB?'
THE HOLIDAY INN, ST.CLOUD
Frienclship Venture~ is hiring camp
staff to wor1< Friday 5:30 p.m. - will have various positions avail. for
the summer. Please come in and fill
ne~i.Z,~~le~j:~ ~i~ out an application and ask for
S.E. ol St. Cloud and Eden Prairie. Carolyn. We offer great benefits for
Work 2 • 12 weekends this summer, working 20+ hrs/wk.!!! We are very
flexible, and will work with you!
~~:
n:xtJs~~ Come check us out!!!
disabilities. 'Nill train. All majors can
apply, both guys and women
HELP WANTED
weloomef 1-800-450·8376 EOE men/women earn $375 weekly
friendl@spacestar.com
processing/assembling Medical I.D.
cards at home. Immediate
$1,000 WEEKtYII
openings, your local area. No
stuff envelopes at home lor $2.00 experience necessary, will train. Call
each plus bonuses. FT PT. Make Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
$800+ weekly, guaranteed! Free 118M.
supplies. For details, send one
stamp to: N - 126 12021 Wiishire
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO
Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles, Ca
DO THIS SUMMER? WANT TO
90025.
BE CLOSE TO ST. CLOUD OR IN
THECmES?
GET EXPERIENCE, MONEY,
Friendship Ventures is hiring oollege
TRAINING.
students. We will provide the
now hiring '98-'99 peer educators. training_if· you provide the positive
One yr. oommilment. Some pub!~ attitude and energy! Earn a salary
speaking. 5 hrs./wk. ADAPT or plus free room & board! Many
Health promotion. Call Health posmons avail. at Camp Friendship
Services: 255-4850.
and Eden Wood serving children &
adults - with
developmental
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
disabilities: Inquiries Welcome! EOE
POsmONS AVAIL
1·800-450-8376.
will train, flexible hours, competitive 1friendl@spacestar.com
wages. Call CMDA 255-9667.
LIKE TO DRIVE?
$1,000 POSSIBLE
like to get paid to drive? give us a
reading books. Part time. ·At home. call at Executive Express, 21 yrs.
Toll .lree, 1-800-218-9000 ext R- min. DOT, CDLprelerred, 253·2226.
3883 for listings.
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
500 WEEKLY
JOBS
potential mailing our circulars. Free excellent benefits. Wor1d Travel. Ask
in1omiation. Call (410) 783-8275.
us how! 517-324-3090 ext. C56813.

C~~pe~~ka

~~;!

ar~~~

·=~=~~---

~:f

;~r!

:~i~~:ns

s,,

ELK YOUTH CAMP
near Brainerd needs cabin
counselor, water-front people, craft
specialist,
naturalist,
fishing
specialist, music! leader, . nurse.
June 10toAug. 10. Good pay, EOE.
507-373-6002.
EARN·UP TO $2,000
part time 'in"just 4-8 wks. Memotink
needs ~ highly motivated indMdual
to direct its summer sales/marketing
project at St Cloud. Con!act Pete at
888-509-6313.
SPRING BREAK '98 ·
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
$399 and 1.,1p. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-75n.
SUMMER JOi>SI 50 CAMPS/ YOU
CHOOSEI!
NY, PA, New England. lnstruCIO!S

~!~!tau,

T~~~:UarJ~lle~::~:ri:
gymnastics, saili,ng, etc. Ar1ene
Streisand, Hl00-443-6428.

Attention
SUMMER MODELING CLASSES!
also self improvement & image
ciasses! Learn to beoome a model!
Starting in May & June. Call to sign
up La Terese,
654-6053.
www.laterese.com
SEIZED CARS
1rom $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, .Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, fWDs. Your area. Toll lree 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 lor
current listings.
GO\l.'T-l'ORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, your area. _Toll free 1-80().
218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
l~tings.

EUROPE · SUMMER '98
$209 (each way plus taxes).
Canbbean/ Mexioo $229 rA. Call 1800-326-2009.
http: //www.airhnch.ory
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24•hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain, Suite 205, St. Cloud.
RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
1or
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.
PERSONAL ALARM
helps protect friends, family or
yourseH with an ear-splitting wail
activated by switch or pull pin. Uses
9-volt battery (not included). Choose
red or gray. $18.95 each, or take
advantage of our roommates
special: two or more alanns only
$14.95 each. Check or money order
to.Robert J. Roo
11925 7th st. N.E.
Dept 1-SC
Mp~.• MN 55434
In MN add 6.5% sale~ tax..
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usted Body Panels.
Bald Tues. Burns Oil.
Isn't it Tnne _
You Looked for·a
Different Car?
stop by today to apply for a low-interest auto loan.

654-5474

:_sccu
State capitol ltderal oalit Union

Located in Room A152 of Atwood Memorial Center.
Membership in SCCU is open lO students, faculty and sfa{{ ofSt. Cloud State Universiry.

All loans subject to credit approval. Visit our website at www.sccu-mn.org.

.
.

~

~

·

INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!

·_, -1 Jt]J Yi

ean

No CREDIT,' No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no incomte?

~!~~Jfll1IIP

Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

r.-----------------------------------------~
·
ORDER FORM
-,··
_,, ·

I

YES!

I want

.

_Credit Cards immediately.

GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

-------_ __________

Name .................................. _ __

................................................................................. ..
...................................................................................................
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state _ _ _ .......... Zlp ........................................ .

Address _ __

Signature.Tired

of.Bein Turned Down?

~------------------------------------------

